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My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 451: My Dream... 

 

“Fortunately, you didn’t succumb when you were out on your mission, but only after you came back.” 

Otherwise, the consequences would be unimaginable. 

After reliving this life, many things had changed indeed. After all, the last time Chi Yang had his third 

craniotomy was three years after their marriage. 

However, this time, if she was not by his side, he would definitely have undergone craniotomy in 

advance today. She was also sure that if she were not here today, his craniotomy would definitely have 

failed. After all, the bleeding was excessive. He would not have made it to the hospital and would have 

probably passed on. 

Chi Yang did not dare say that seeing the blood in the elevator was what had shocked his once damaged 

cerebral blood vessel. After that, because he did not realize that he was experiencing a brain 

hemorrhage, he had even run off and taken a hot bath. 

Otherwise, Nuannuan would know that he had already known or had doubted her identity. 

Thus, when facing his wife’s teachings, Chi Yang was like an obedient child, humbly accepting criticism. 

After this, Zhong Nuannuan drove all the way to the hospital. 

On the way, Chi Yang was very well-behaved and exceptionally obedient as he sweetly endured his 

wife’s nagging the entire way. 

Zhong Nuannuan was indeed shocked tonight. If it were not for her current mental strength that was 

just enough to support her to complete such a delicate acupuncture, Chi Yang would have been done 

for. Hence, she nagged him a bit more. 

Meanwhile, Chi Yang waited for her to finish nagging before replying positively and sincerely, 

“Nuannuan, I’m sorry, I made you worry today.” 

Zhong Nuannuan, “…” 

Yes it was true that she was shocked and that she was worried. Who told him to act so dangerously even 

when he clearly knew his physical condition was not great? 

“Because I wanted to fulfill my dream in the past, I went my own way regardless of the dissuasion from 

the doctor and my family. Through today’s events I understand the fact that my body no longer belongs 

to myself, it also belongs to you. Thus, I’ll apply for a job transfer after a while, or transfer to a civilian 

job in the military base. 

Zhong Nuannuan was startled and stepped on the brakes. The car slowly stopped by the roadside. 

“Why?” Zhong Nuannuan looked at him: “Isn’t it your dream to be a soldier?” 
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“But now my dream is you.” 

Zhong Nuannuan, “!!!” 

The sudden flirting knocked her off her seat. 

Her Big Brother Chi Yang was getting better at hitting on her. 

How could she stand it? 

Looking at Chi Yang’s serious eyes, Zhong Nuannuan asked, “Are you for real?” 

“Yes.” Chi Yang nodded. 

“Won’t you feel regret giving up on your military career?” 

A momentary struggle flashed before Chi Yang’s eyes, but after seeing Nuannuan’s eyes he immediately 

became firm. “I won’t.” 

He wanted to give Nuannuan a cozy life, he did not want her to live in fear for him. 

Only 

Although he was touched, happy, and stunned by everything Nuannuan had done tonight, as a man, he 

could not be so selfish. If he could not even care for his own little home and wife, how could he be of 

service to everyone? 

Despite this, Zhong Nuannuan knew Chi Yang’s true identity. 

She also knew his abilities and ambitions. 

She even knew that his enemies were setting their eyes on him. 

Thus, since she had chosen him, how could she allow her feelings to stop him from chasing his dreams? 

Zhong Nuannuan leaned in, and Chi Yang already knew what she wanted to do even before she crawled 

into his arms. 

“Big Brother Chi Yang, I know you’ll regret it. After all, you like your profession so much.” 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 452: With You 

 

“Very few people regard their career as their dream. Few people also have faith. But, you’re someone 

who has faith, dreams, and integrity. As your fiancée, I’m also a future military wife, so how could I allow 

you to do such a thing as give up on your military career?” 

“But…” Chi Yang wanted to say that today’s event had not only shocked her, but also himself. 

At that moment, he really thought he would die. 

He was not afraid of death. 
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He was afraid of leaving her alone after he died. 

After his brush with death, he wanted to give up. 

“No buts.” Zhong Nuannuan interrupted Chi Yang. 

“My medical skills are so good, I can even fix your brain haemorrhage with silver needles, so why won’t 

you believe in me?” 

Zhong Nuannuan leaned on Chi Yang’s chest, listening to his strong heartbeat as she spoke slowly, “Big 

Brother Chi Yang, I will take care of you. No matter how bad your sickness and injuries are, I will cure 

you.” 

“So, you should be at ease as you chase your ideals, I will be your sturdy support.” 

Zhong Nuannuan’s words touched Chi Yang so much that he, an iron-willed and steadfast man, almost 

cried. 

“You really won’t blame me?” 

“You’re so outstanding and great, what could I blame you for?” 

“Then, won’t you be scared? Like what happened today… if something like this happen to me again one 

day and you’re not by my side…” 

Zhong Nuannuan leaned against Chi Yang’s arms while feeling a little low. She said after a while, “That’s 

why I want to go to medical university. Once I’m admitted, I can justifiably apply to join you when you’re 

out for dangerous missions in the future.” 

Zhong Nuannuan raised her head, “Can I?” 

She knew Chi Yang’s rank was more than just of a captain. His power was vast and in his special forces 

team, everything was under his charge. 

Thus, it would be a breeze to bring her, a student of the medical university, into the medical team of the 

military base. 

“Ok, when you’re admitted to the medical university, I’ll bring you along when I’m out on important 

missions.” 

Not only were his wife’s skills excellent. Normally, an important mission took around 10 to 20 days, so 

bringing his wife along could also prevent her from being coveted by other men. 

As for why his wife was so capable, what her true identity was, and whether she had any ulterior motive 

for being close to him… all these factors were non-existent to Chi Yang. 

His wife loved him and spoiled him so much that, in order to help her, she did not hesitate to go to 

Mustapha to enter a firefight. 

If Chi Yang still thought that such a good wife like Zhong Nuannuan had approached him for an ulterior 

motive, he might as well be thrown off a ship. 

Only 



In reality, when Zhong Nuannuan made this request, she felt that there was only a 30% chance he would 

agree. 

Unexpectedly, Chi Yang readily agree without giving it a second thought. This made her unable to react 

for a long time. 

When she finally responded, Zhong Nuannuan’s mood suddenly improved. 

“Really? You promised! If it’s a dangerous mission, especially a faraway mission, you must bring me 

along! You already promised me, so you’re not allowed to go back on your word. If you do, I’ll ignore 

you!” 

Ignore him? 

This was definitely a big deal! 

Chi Yang immediately replied, “Rest assured, in my team, I have the final say. I promised you, so I’ll 

definitely bring you along.” 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 453: Confession 1 

 

After this, Zhong Nuannuan’s mood completely turned around. 

It was not that she had to stay with Chi Yang all the time. 

In fact, if he was in the same city as her, she could accept it even if she could not see him for more than 

ten days or even a month or two. What she was afraid of was that when he was far away, if something 

were to happen, she would be beyond reach. 

“Ok, then I will fully support you for the rest of my life.” 

Chi Yang smiled faintly and planted a kiss on Zhong Nuannuan’s forehead. “Not a lifetime. When I reach 

Uncle Leng’s age, I’ll transfer to a civilian job. When that happens, I’ll spend most of my life with you.” 

“Ok.” 

What he did not know was that she would be very happy as long as she could see him do well every day. 

Zhong Nuannuan continued driving while Chi Yang sat in the passenger seat; The entire time, the corner 

of his lips was raised. 

After a long time, Zhong Nuannuan suddenly asked, “You don’t have anything you want to ask me?” 

After all, what she did just now was no ordinary acupuncture. No matter how good one’s acupuncture 

was, such as the person who taught her acupuncture, one absolutely could not reach her level. 

Acupuncture on the head should never be done recklessly without precision instruments. Especially for 

acupuncture that pierces the skull and interacts directly with the brain. 
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Chi Yang had already had two major head surgeries, so he must have had a general understanding of 

what a brain haemorrhage was or brain conditions. 

There were two terrifying things about a brain haemorrhage; the first was a cerebral haemorrhage itself, 

and the second was dealing with ruptured arteries while dealing with the haemorrhage. Failure to deal 

with the second would lead to it contiounsly draining blood as they would be unable to stop the 

bleeding. 

If either of the above was not handled correctly, what awaited was the patient’s death. 

This kind of surgery needed craniotomy and precision instruments. After all, it was something that could 

not be seen by the naked eye. 

However, she had solved the problem with her silver needles. 

Thus, she did not believe that Chi Yang was not suspicious. 

Zhong Nuannuan did not tell anyone else about her X-ray vision, not even Feng Shengxuan who was 

closest to her, Bai Liyue, Dan Qi, Aiden, or Selina. Whether or not they were able to guess was not of any 

concern to her. 

Nevertheless, when it came to Chi Yang, she was willing to tell him her deepest secrets. 

Only 

Despite this, Chi Yang merely glanced at her before caressing her head fondly. 

“My Nuannuan is the best girl in the world. I’ll believe any unexplainable thing of yours. So, when you’re 

willing to tell me when the time’s right, I’ll listen. However, there’s no need to say it if you’re not ready 

to tell me. We still have a lifetime to understand each other, so isn’t that more than enough?” 

Zhong Nuannuan was so swooned by this that the car drifted slightly. 

“I have an ability. I have X-ray vision. I also have extraordinary retentive memory while the more things I 

remember, the stronger my mental strength, and the stronger my X-ray vision. With this, I could see the 

bleeding blood vessel, then used the silver needle to perform intussusception of the ruptured blood 

vessel with a normal blood vessel. This way your blood could be redirected to flow to the good blood 

vessel.” 

After seeing that Chi Yang was silent, Zhong Nuannuan knew he needed time to digest this properly. 

Thus, she glanced at Chi Yang and added, “Although this is my secret, there’s nothing I can’t say to Big 

Brother Chi Yang.” 

She thought Chi Yang would be very, very wowed, and exclaim that she was so amazing, so awesome, et 

cetera. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 454: Confession 2 
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But as soon as she finished speaking, Chi Yang said, “I also have abilities.” 

Zhong Nuannuan was speechless. 

Before she could come back to her senses, she saw Chi Yang rolling down the car window, then his hand 

reached out. He looked as though he was clenching his fist ever so lightly when suddenly, the car parked 

by the roadside in front of them levitated off the ground. It was not until Chi Yang gently put down his 

hand that the car returned to the ground. 

Zhong Nuannuan, “!!!” 

A sudden brake. 

Chi Yang was still sitting calmly in the same place, unmoving as though he had already expected this. 

When Zhong Nuannuan realized this, she quickly asked with concern, “Is your head okay? Does it hurt? 

Are you feeling uncomfortable?” 

Chi Yang looked at her concerned face and caressed her head. “I’m not that squeamish. I not only have 

this ability; I can also recover better than average people. And my abilities also grow in strength along 

with my mental strength. The difference is, my mental strength is not dependent on memory, but on 

force. 

Zhong Nuannuan suddenly understood. “So that’s why your two blood vessels closed up so quickly after 

I removed the needle. I’ve never done brain acupuncture like this before, and this was a first for me, so I 

thought all the blood vessels in the brain recovered that quickly.” 

Chi Yang could not help but laugh. “So, now you don’t have to worry about me so much. Nuannuan, I’m 

your man, I have enough ability to protect you.” 

“Ok.” Zhong Nuannuan nodded, her face full of happiness. 

That was great, her Big Brother Chi Yang was also very amazing. 

This would explain why she, a 3S-level top mercenary, was unexpectedly overpowered during her first 

encounter with Chi Yang. 

She always felt that she probably had a Groundhog day and the strength in her body could not be 

released. Now it looked like she had not experienced a Groundhog day, but that when it came to 

individual strength, her Big Brother Chi Yang was indeed better than her. 

She genuinely did not know who would be better if she really had a fight with Big Brother Chi Yang… 

Zhong Nuannuan was taking off on a flight of fancy when she suddenly thought of a question. 

Since Big Brother Chi Yang was so powerful, how could they have been so miserable in their previous 

lives? 

It seemed that when Big Brother Chi Yang rescued her, she had not seen him use the entirety of his 

powers. 

Seeing Zhong Nuannuan’s hesitation, Chi Yang asked, “What’s the matter?” 



“Big Brother Chi Yang, your ability is so powerful, but are there restrictions on its use?” 

Chi Yang was surprised by Zhong Nuannuan’s question, “No. Do you have any?” 

Zhong Nuannuan shook her head. “Me neither.” 

That was strange, then why did they die in their past life? Why could they not escape? 

Only 

In truth, Nuannuan did not know that, the real target of the people in the organisation had been to kill 

Chi Yang, which was why they had gone for her first. 

Knowing Chi Yang ability, they knew it was not easy to face him directly. Thus, they had gotten her 

captive via Jiang Shuwan, then injected her with a muscle atrophy drug. Once she had been fully 

incapacitated, she was brought back to the base, at which point Chi Yang was notified. 

In order to prevent Chi Yang from escaping, they made it clear that only Chi Yang was allowed to rescue 

her. If they found another rescuer, she would die. 

Because of this, Chi Yang alone went to the base to rescue her. 

Even so, Viper was still afraid of any mistakes, so he hid her away from Chi Yang. In order to see her, Chi 

Yang agreed to drink the water in Viper’s hand. 

That water was the same muscle atrophy drug that was injected into Zhong Nuannuan. Once drunk, the 

muscles would contract rapidly. 

The purpose of having Chi Yang drink the water was to kill him eventually, so that he had no way to 

rescue anyone. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 455: Is It Done? 

 

Even so, thanks to Chi Yang’s powers, that drug that he drank only caused him to lose his abilities 

temporarily, and did not have any effect on his muscle tissue. Thus, Chi Yang dealt with all the 

mercenaries from the organisation with just his powerless body. 

Despite this, in the end, his body still lacked energy and was unable to deal with hundreds of the top 

mercenaries ranked 2S-level and above. Only then was he shot to death. 

The truth behind his death would forever be a mystery; It was something that Zhong Nuannuan would 

never know. 

******* 

In contrast to Zhong Nuannuan and Chi Yang’s warmth and sweetness, at this moment, Ou Mingxi sat 

alone in the room without the lights on, anxiously waiting for a reply from Azure Dragon Gang. 

The other party had called her one and half hour ago, saying that they had spotted Zhong Nuannuan 

come back. 
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They told her that they would wait for an hour and only go in after she had gone to sleep. 

At this moment, they should have already been up for half an hour, but why had they not reported back 

to her? 

Could it be that seven members of the Azure Dragon Gang, wielding swords and gun, needed half an 

hour to deal with a powerless woman? 

Ou Mingxi’s patience had almost run out 15 minutes ago. Now, another 15 minutes had passed, and Ou 

Mingxi really could not wait any longer. 

She finally picked up her phone and made an anonymous call. 

Her phone card had an anti-tracking device. Even if Chi Yang answered the call, once she hung up, the 

other party would not be able to trace the call back to her. 

Even so, the call went unanswered for a long time. 

Ou Mingxi called again, and still no one answered. 

Now, Ou Mingxi was mad, and she called Lei Peng, the fourth hall master of the Azure Dragon Gang, 

directly. 

“Hello.” 

Lei Peng was already asleep while hugging a girl. He was full of anger to have been awakened in the 

middle of the night. 

“Who’s this?” 

“Hall Master Lei, I’m Ou Mingxi.” 

When he heard it was the daughter of the deputy governor, Lei Peng’s impatient voice improved 

slightly. 

“Oh, Miss Ou, is there a problem to be calling so late at night?” 

Ou Mingxi suppressed the gloominess in her heart and said, “The seven people you sent didn’t answer 

my calls up until now. Can they at least inform me whether or not they have completed the mission? I’ve 

already been waiting for a long time and yet, they didn’t report back to me. I called but they still didn’t 

pick up.” 

Lei Peng frowned, “When did they start their mission?” 

Only 

“Half an hour ago.” 

Lei Peng was so annoyed by Ou Mingxi that he no longer cared that she was the daughter of the deputy 

governor. He said unhappily, “Miss Ou, we took on a task to murder, not chop watermelons. Doesn’t it 

take time to kill someone? Don’t you need to clean up the mess after killing them? Don’t you need to 

escape after cleaning up? Miss Ou, all this takes time.” 



“…” 

Ou Mingxi was angry with Lei Peng, but because she had asked for his help, she could not yell at him and 

could only drop the issue. 

She got up, switched on the computer and played a few rounds of mah-jong online, but lost 20,000 yuan 

because she was absent-minded. 

Seeing that another hour had passed and the other party had not called her yet, Ou Mingxi made 

another call but found that no one was answering. Her gut instincts were telling him things had gone 

south, so she called Lei Peng again. 

Lei Peng was annoyed by Ou Mingxi, but when he looked at the caller ID and time on his home screen, 

he noticed that it had been another hour since the last phone call with Ou Mingxi. The killing of this 

female high school student should have been over by this, so why was Ou Mingxi still calling him? 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 456: New Deal 

 

With that, Lei Peng picked up the call. This time, he was fully awake. 

“Hello, Miss Ou, what’s the matter?” 

“Hall Master Lei, your men still haven’t answered my calls. It has been two hours since they went to take 

out Zhong Nuannuan. If the mission hasn’t been completed, could it be possible that they have failed?” 

“They haven’t answered yet?” Lei Peng started frowning. 

“Yes.” 

“Wait, I’ll give them a call.” 

After hanging up Ou Mingxi’s call, Lei Peng then called one of his subordinates. 

The people under the Azure Dragon Gang would have a captain when carrying out missions; The person 

he called was the captain of this mission. 

This call was via their internal line, so as long as the person was alive, even if they were still in the midst 

of carrying out the mission, they would answer the call immediately. 

Unfortunately, the phone rang for a long time. When a whole minute passed with it going unanswered, 

Lei Peng’s heart sank. 

Seven men were sent just to kill a female high school student. How could the whole army have been 

taken out? 

Lei Peng was dumbfounded. 

Meanwhile, at that moment, the phone he had made the call to was lying in the passenger seat of a car 

being driven away by a person with frightened eyes. 
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This man already decided to disappear from the face of the earth. 

He did not want to go back to Azure Dragon Gang anymore. 

Lei Peng called the entire night and until dawn when the phone automatically turned off. Only then was 

he forced to admit that all his men were dead. 

Lei Peng made a call back to Ou Mingxi. 

“Hall Master Lei, any results?” Ou Mingxi asked impatiently. 

Lei Peng did not answer but asked in turn, “Miss Ou, before this you said you wanted to buy high school 

student Zhong Nuannuan’s life, and you assured us that she was merely an ordinary female high school 

student. But now, none of my subordinates can be contacted, so shouldn’t you give us, the Azura 

Dragon Gang, an explanation?” 

When Ou Ming heard that operation had failed, and that Zhong Nuannuan was still alive, she got 

extremely angry. 

She went through all that trouble to find out that the military base had an operation at night, and that 

Chi Yang was leading some men out of the country. Such a good opportunity had fallen into her lap, but 

the other party had messed up. Now, he still dared to talk to her in such an angry tone? 

Only 

“Explanation? What explanation? I told you, Zhong Nuannuan is an ordinary female high school student, 

what else do you want me to say? I paid 1 miliion yuan, your men didn’t kill her, and now I have to listen 

to your rebuttal? Is this your level of professionalism?” 

Lei Peng was enraged by Ou Mingxi’s words. 

“Miss Ou, the reason why we lost seven brothers is all because the information you gave us was not 

true. Even if Zhong Nuannuan was an ordinary high school student, she must have had someone around 

to protect her, otherwise our men wouldn’t have failed. 

“If you weren’t the governor’s daughter, we wouldn’t have just let it go this time. So, our deal ends 

here.” 

“No, I want Zhong Nuannuan dead!” Ou Mingxi was not willing to allow her money be squandered like 

this. Moreover, she did not want Zhong Nuannuan to still be alive when Chi Yang returned from his 

mission. 

“Oh, then please go elsewhere. Anyway, the Azure Dragon Gang can’t help Miss Ou complete the 

mission anymore.” With that, Lei Peng planned on ending the call. 

“I’ll pay more. How much do you guys want? I’ll pay! Seven people can’t handle Zhong Nuannuan, but 

you guys have about five or six hundred people. Surely Zhong Nuannuan can be killed if you send 

everybody out? Because of her, you lost seven brothers. Surely you as the fourth hall master, don’t plan 

to end it like this. Even if you can bear it, can your gang leader bear it?” 
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When Lei Peng heard this, he smiled. 

“So, how much money is Miss Ou planning to pay me for murder?” 

“5 million. I will give you another 5 million, kill Zhong Nuannuan for me. No, rape her first then kill her! I 

want a complete video!” 

It cost her 6 million in its entirety. Ou Mingxi felt pain for the amount of money she had to spend; this 6 

million was basically her entire bank account accumulated over the years. 

After all, her dad was only a Deputy Governor, so there was still a gap in her wealth when compared to 

those wealthy rich families. 

“5 million? Miss Ou is trying to shoo a beggar! To be honest with you, those brothers of mine are dead, 

and we are planning to give 1 million each to their families. We will be spending 7 million just for those 7 

people. Miss Ou, you should find someone else to handle your business, we can’t afford to suffer any 

more losses.” 

“Then, how much do you want?” Ou Mingxi asked through gritted teeth. 

She knew that Lei Peng only wanted to open the lion’s mouth. 

The maximum amount given to the families of those fallen members was only one hundred thousand, 

while others might not even be given a penny. Yet, now he was claiming that he needed 1 million for 

each person, which was simply extortionary. 

However, she recalled that once Zhong Nuannuan was murdered, Chi Yang would lose the woman he 

liked. By that time, what reason would he have not to like her, the rich and beautiful daughter of the 

Deputy Governor? In addition to this, the Azure Dragon Gang could be considered the largest gangster 

group in Jiang District. On one hand, they had a complete operating system that could ensure their 

customer’s safety, and on the other, they would also be convenient for her dad to handle. Hence, Ou 

Mingxi could only entertain their request. 

“Previously, we didn’t manage to kill her with 1 million, so now the difficulty level has risen to 5 million. 

In addition to the funeral expenses of my seven brothers from before, it will be a total of 12 million. 

Miss Ou, because you are the governor’s daughter, I am giving you a discount — 10 million will be 

enough. If you think it’s too expensive, please look for someone else.” 

Ou Mingxi felt depressed. 

10 million…Where could she get so much money? 

Her father could not be allowed to know of this matter, but the total amount of money she had only 

amounted to 5 million. What should she do? 
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Thinking of a house under her name, Ou Mingxi said, “I don’t have that much cash. How about this, I 

have a 230-square-meter villa on Jifu Road. I will transfer it to you in addition to one million, then you’ll 

help me deal with the girl.” 

“Miss Ou, although house prices are on the rise now, do you think a 230-square-foot house could sell for 

40,000 per square meter?” 

“That property of mine is a villa! And it is on Jifu Road. 230 square meters is the area listed on the real 

estate certificate, adding on the free area that was gifted alongside the estate, the real area of the 

property is nearly 400 square meters!” 

“Then, of course when I transfer and sell it, I can’t possibly write 400 square meters in the contract, 

right? No need to discuss it anymore. Give me 3 million, plus the house, and we will accept the deal. 

Otherwise, you can go find someone else. ” 

Only 

“Okay, deal!” 

Although she was suffering a huge loss, Zhong Nuannuan had to be gotten rid of while Chi Yang was 

away. Moreover, she did not dare borrow a large sum of money which could make people suspicious of 

her. 

At last, Ou Mingxi gritted her teeth and agreed. 

“Alright, tomorrow morning I will send someone to meet Miss Ou for the transfer of the property 

ownership, and then we will act on the plan in the afternoon. But Miss Ou, who is that Zhong 

Nuannuan? You should at least give us a hint. If she had offended Miss Ou, we presume that she is not a 

normal person. Thus, we cannot suffer a loss by her hands, right?” 

“Her boyfriend is a captain in the army.” 

Lei Peng cussed to himself. ‘F*ck!’ 

As he was about to end the deal, he heard Ou Mingxi’s words, “But someone close to my family has 

introduced the captain to me. I can tell you confidently that the person close to my family is the 

captain’s immediate superior.” 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 
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“Now, her boyfriend intends to break up with her, but she isn’t letting go because she has a marriage 

contract with her boyfriend. Not only that, she had previously made a marriage report which was even 

approved by the Military Base, which makes her confident. This woman is too troublesome, and that’s 

why I want to get rid of her.” 

“Are you sure that killing her won’t lead to retaliation from the captain?” 

“He is already my boyfriend, why would he fight back?” 
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Lei Peng thought for a while and felt that it would be quite easy to kill a high school student as long as it 

was done discretely. Thus, he agreed. 

After discussing business with Lei Peng, Ou Mingxi was utterly angered. 

She had already thought that 1 million was expensive in the first place, but now this was costing her 10 

million. It was fortunate that the house was under her name and that her father usually would not check 

the property certificate. Otherwise, she would have to be content watching Zhong Nuannuan jumping 

around happily in front of her. 

For unknown reasons, she felt that Zhong Nuannuan was a big obstacle. If she did not make Zhong 

Nuannuan disappear from this world forever, she felt that she would lose Chi Yang no matter how 

attractive a partner she was. 

Ou Mingxi took a deep breath while sitting in the dark room for a bit then opened the door to go to the 

kitchen and found a bottle of ice water to drink. 

As she came downstairs, Ou Chenghe had coincidentally just returned. 

Ou Mingxi was stunned, “Dad, I thought you had come back long ago, why did you come back home so 

late?” 

It was already past 3am. Seeing Ou Chenghe looking slightly absent-minded, Ou Mingxi frowned and 

asked with concern, “Dad, did anything happen?” 

Ou Chenghe thought for a while, then nodded, “Yeah.” 

Ou Mingxi was startled, and she asked nervously, “What’s the matter?” 

The change of the term was half a year away and the atmosphere was filled with tension. 

Ou Chenghe was the deputy governor and was one step away from reaching the level of Committee. 

However, so many people were baring their fangs trying to enter this prestigious group that there was 

bound to be a silent fight between those of the same level. 

She was afraid that if her father got rectified or accused, that she would have nothing left. 

“Your Uncle Wang got arrested.” 

“…” 

Ou Mingxi stared blankly for a moment, then asked, “Which Uncle Wang? It’s not Wang Gangyi, right?” 

Ou Chenghe nodded. “It’s him.” 

“Why was he arrested? Wasn’t he still okay two days ago? Who did that to him?” 

“Chi Yang.” 

Ou Mingxi, “!!!” 

After being in shock for a long time, Ou Mingxi glared and asked, “Chi Yang… so he did this to Uncle 

Wang just because Uncle Wang introduced him to me?” 
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“Yeah.” Ou Chenghe nodded. “I heard that your Uncle Wang is being arrested because of Zhong 

Nuannuan. It was Zhong Nuannuan who ran to the Military Base to file a complaint. As your Uncle Wang 

tried to stop her, he committed the crime of suppressing people with his power, which caused him to go 

against the rules of the Military Base. Hence, he got arrested.” 

Ou Mingxi screamed in disbelief. 

“Getting arrested just because of such a trivial matter? This is illogical!” 

“This incident was just the catalyst. After your Uncle Wang was called over for questioning by the 

Department of Justice of the Military Base, many people suddenly came forward to report that your 

Uncle Wang had been corrupted and involved in bribery. They were trying to push him to his death. I 

heard that your Uncle Wang has been taken away by people from Emperor District today.” 

Ou Mingxi, “…” 

“Zhong Nuannuan is horrible! How can this woman stoop so low?” 

Ou Chenghe sighed. “Your Uncle Wang has always been careful in doing things. Who would have 

expected him to capsize so magnificently? Mingxi, Dad thinks you should stop targeting Chi Yang. When 

Dad met him that day, my heart was filled with fear. He is not as harmless as he seems.” 
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“It is because he is powerful. He is not just a harmless, ordinary person, and that is why I like him! Dad, it 

wasn’t easy for me to fall in love with a man. Do you really have the heart to let my love die? If I really 

can be together with Chi Yang, it will also benefit you!” 

Ou Chenghe shook his head. “I’m afraid that he won’t benefit me, but be a very strong poison instead. 

Mingxi, you are a girl with your own thoughts. Normally, Dad wouldn’t really bother you much, but you 

have to listen to Dad on this matter. From now on, stay away from Chi Yang and Zhong Nuannuan. Don’t 

provoke them anymore, okay?” 

Ou Mingxi snarled slightly. “Then what if Chi Yang falls in love with me?” 

“Impossible.” 

“How do you know that it’s impossible? How am I, your daughter, any worse than Zhong Nuannuan? 

“You don’t need to say so much to me, this matter is over. I forbid you from pestering Chi Yang again 

and interfering in Chi Yang and Zhong Nuannuan’s relationship, do you hear?” Ou Chenghe said sternly. 

“Okay okay! So annoying!” 

Ou Mingxi got the cold shoulder, so she returned to her room angrily. 

Let it be? 
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Why should she let it be? 

She wanted Zhong Nuannuan to know that a girl like herself, who came back to the city from a remote 

rural area would live out an unfortunate life, and that some blessings were not applicable for people like 

her. 

Moreover, when she recalled the Azure Dragon Gang, Ou Mingxi was totally confident. 

After all, it was a gang which had committed more than a hundred of murder cases every year. 

  ******* 

Zhong Nuannuan drove to the private hospital where Jiang Shuwan was hospitalized. The doctor was 

even trying with all his might to check on Chi Yang before carrying out the transfusion. 

In the end, after the checking was done, the CT image showed that there was no blood accumulated in 

the brain at all, which meant that there was no need for a transfusion. 

However, under Zhong Nuannuan insistence, in addition to what Zhong Nuannuan had asked for, which 

was a nutrient solution for the brain, the doctor still prescribed the nutrient solution to Chi Yang. 

It was nine o’clock the next morning by the time the transfusion and breakfast was over. 

At this moment, Chi Yang felt completely fine, but in order to support him, Zhong Nuannuan still held his 

hand as he walked. 

As they walked to the door, they ran into Zhong Kuijun and Zhong Qianqian, who appeared to be 

glowing and energetic. 

The reason they were said to be glowing and energetic was because Gu Mingzhe was walking by their 

side. 

Gu Mingzhe was still trying to aim for Nangong Family’s eldest lady, so he had hurriedly showed his face 

when Jiang Shuwan was hospitalized. When it came to Jiang Shuwan’s hospitalization, Gu Mingzhe was a 

perfect son-in-law of the nation, in stark contrast to Chi Yang. 

Seeing Zhong Nuannuan and Chi Yang walking toward them, Zhong Kuijun’s expression changed. “Chi 

Yang?!… Nuannuan, why are both of you here?” 
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The shocked expression on Zhong Kuijun’s face appeared the moment he saw Chi Yang. Although he had 

immediately turned it into a smiling expression, the shocked expression for that split-second instantly 

made Chi Yang and Zhong Nuannuan’s gaze turn darker. 

“Chi Yang had a headache last night, so I accompanied him here for a transfusion.” 

When he heard that Chi Yang had suffered a headache, Zhong Kuijun asked with concern, “Headache? 

Why did you have a headache? Chi Yang, are you alright?” 

“It’s nothing. There were lots of things going on at the Military Base recently, so maybe it’s just down to 

insufficient rest.” 



Zhong Kuijun replied with a smile, “Then, take a good rest at home. Since there isn’t anything important 

after the practice ended.” 

“How come Uncle Zhong hasn’t been to the Military Base over the past two days?” 

“I had accumulated a few off-days from before, and because there was no one to take care of 

Nuannuan’s mother, I took three days off since the afternoon the day before yesterday. I thought I 

should come and take care of her.” 
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“Even though she did something wrong, you can’t leave her alone, right?” 

Chi Yang nodded. “Then, after you return to work from your vacation, remember to report to the 

military base’s justice department.” 

Zhong Kuijun’s face turned pale when he heard this. 

“Mili… The military base’s justice department? Why are they looking for me?” 

“It’s just a routine questioning for every regiment-level cadre and above, don’t be nervous.” 

Zhong Kuijun expelled a sigh of relief, then smiled. “That scared me! I thought someone had reported 

me! Hey… There are so many people who hate the rich now. After seeing that I’m backed by the Cloud 

Group, many people are trying to pull me down!” 

When Chi Yang did not reply, Zhong Kuijun asked again, “But why is the military base’s justice 

department suddenly doing a routine inquiry? Chi Yang, are you lying and that there really was someone 

who reported me?” 

“I generally don’t deceive people. It’s just that there was an incident yesterday that explicitly revealed 

that there is a traitor in our midst. Although the situation was rectified, the traitor has yet to be found. 

According to the explanation gathered, the traitor should be a regiment-level cadre. 

Zhong Kuijun laughed loudly. “That’s good, that’s good. That really scared me. I thought someone was 

trying to set me up. Sigh, I can’t even take a vacation peacefully! A problem arose right after my first day 

off. Okay, I got it already, I’ll go back later.” 

Chi Yang nodded slightly, not really caring about what he was going to do. 

“Hello, Chi Yang. I am Gu Mingzhe, Qianqian’s fiancé, a member of the Gu family in Emperor District. 

From now on, we will both be son-in-laws of the Zhong family. A harmonious family can lead to the 

success of everything, so if there is anything you need, please let me know.” 

Seeing that Zhong Nuannuan did not look at him, Gu Mingzhe was a little uneasy. Therefore, he went to 

Chi Yang to show his presence. 
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No matter how powerful Chi Yang was, he was just a captain. On the other hand, he was the son of a 

wealthy family from Emporer District. This meant that he was also connected to big figures from the 

Emperor District military base. Whatever the case was, Chi Yang should show him some respect. 
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Furthermore, Chi Yang did not have the mannerism of a gentleman back when he had previously taken 

Zhong Qianqian to the military court for investigation. Thus, his present remarks were also intended to 

educate him. 

Although he did not like Zhong Qianqian, Zhong Qianqian was still his future wife. Him defending her at 

this time will inevitably lead to Zhong Qianqian’s defence of him in the future as well. 

Zhong Qianqian, who had been unable to lift her head in front of Chi Yang and had even begun to fear 

Chi Yang, raised her head in a tsundere-like way at this moment. She glanced at Zhong Nuannuan with 

little provocation then spoke with some grace, “Chi Yang, we will be a family in the future. Mingzhe 

knows a lot of great people in the Emperor District. If you need anything, feel free to ask.” 

After learning that her precious bone marrow had been given to Zhong Qianqian, Zhong Nuannuan felt 

that there was no longer any need for her to maintain her relationship with her sister. After all, they did 

not regard her as family from the very start. She was no Virgin Mary, yet, they had failed to even 

maintain a basic relationship with her. Because of all this, when Zhong Nuannuan saw her now, she 

could not help but feel like stepping on her. 

“Oh, that amazing? Can the brother-in-law promote and transfer Chi Yang to the Emperor District 

military base as a major general? Or, just transfer him to the Emperor District military base and have 

him retain his current position.” 

Zhong Nuannuan’s last request did not seem like too much. After all, it was just a transfer of 

department. Zhong Qianqian did not understand the rules in the military base, so she immediately 

looked at Gu Mingzhe. As she was just about to speak, she saw Gu Mingzhe’s face instantly turn red 

from embarrassment. 

“Nuannuan was joking, I’m just a businessman, how can I have the power to influence this?” 


